Steel producers increase prices

PITTSBURGH - Three major steel producers, including the nation's largest, closed ranks with their competitors yesterday by announcing a six percent price hike on steel used in consumer products.

U.S. Steel, the nation's largest producer; Bethlehem Steel Corp., and Republic Steel Corp. on Monday joined six other firms which earlier announced price increases on flat-rolled products which are used mainly in the automotive and appliance industries. The hikes are effective Dec. 1.

Flat-rolled products are used mainly in the automotive and appliance industries, and consumers could soon feel the impact of the increases in the form of higher prices for those products.

"The increase amounts to 1.5 percent of the average cost of steel products and reflects a continuing strong demand for steel products and continuing cost increase," U.S. Steel said.

The steel price increases, which range between $15 to $20 per ton, are the second on flat-rolled steel in 14 months, raising prices about 12 percent more expensive than they were last year.

The auto industry, which will use about 25 percent of all steel made last year, is the largest purchaser of flat-rolled steel. There has been no reaction from the major automakers to the increases, although a Ford spokesman in Detroit said his firm was "reviewing" the increases.

Common Market nations seek stability

THE HAGUE, The Netherlands (AP) - The 12 Common Market nations seek stability for their own wobbly economies. Their prime ministers that the weakening balance of payments further into the average mid-size car.
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Steel price hike worries Carter

PLAINS, Ga. (AP) - President-elect Jimmy Carter said Monday he had "made personal and indirect contact with most of the nation's giant steel companies in a so-far unsuccessful attempt to persuade them to roll back recently announced price hikes."

Carter said also that he will make his first Cabinet-level appearance in the next few weeks when he announces whether he has decided to name Atlanta banker Bert Lance secretary of the Treasury or director of the Office of Management and Budget.

Carter said he has been talking to many of those under consideration for Cabinet appointments "but none has a commitment from me."

Carter said he has narrowed the list of candidates to about five for each of Secretary of State and Defense and to about 10 for secretary of the Treasury.

He commented in an interview with anchorman Walter Cronkite on the CBS evening news.

Carter said steel price increases could have a very negative result because they represent a signal to the world's oil-producing nations.

"If prices are going up, I think it would be a good excuse for Iran and other nations to say, 'Well, if you increase steel prices in the middle of our oil meetings, then it's legitimate for us to raise our oil prices.' "

Carter said the steel companies have so far been noncommittal in their responses to his plea.

He added, "I can't foresee any need for mandatory wage and price controls."

Asked if he might offer a job to outgoing President Ford, Carter said, "I would like to have President Ford help me."

On Campus Today

9:10 a.m. - Benefit: annual career fair, library lobby.
10 a.m. - Staff meeting, park chancellors' study.
12:15 p.m. - daily advent mass, celebrated by Rev. Robert Griffin, jcratton hall.
12:15 p.m. - lecture, pro. greg neubie MC, room 220, e'shaunessy.
1:15 p.m. - lecture on the concept of 'duality' by bill herbert, architectural cubes.
4:10 p.m. - seminar, discussion of ecology of the alasvirs in extreme southern lake michigan, by dr. t mcmahon, hall state, galvin hall.
7:10 a.m. - film, 'day for night', engineering aud. tickets: $1.
10:00 p.m. - hockey, bowling green at n d. acc.
7:10 p.m. - lecture: 'challenge to the ku klux klan,' by james balloum, director of civil defense, jones county, ga. library aud.
7:10 p.m. - panel discussion, 'generation upon generation,' with dr. d. b. trew, philip shah and ralph e. thornes, library aud.
9:10 p.m. - charismatic prayer meeting, jantome student center, room 2-d.
10 p.m. - advent mass, stapleton lounge, lemans hall, all welcome.

Senior Class Christmas party, scheduled for Dec. 2

The Senior Class is sponsoring a Christmas party on Thursday, Dec. 2, for all seniors and their dates. The party will be held from 9:30 to 11:30 at the Snedeker Mansion in South Bend.

Admission tickets will be sold in the dining halls at dinner on Wednesday and Thursday of this week. The price for the Christmas party is $2.50 per person. The Senior Class Committee, headed by Robin Rafter, emphasized the 500 person limit and advised seniors to purchase their tickets as soon as possible.

Drinks cannot be purchased at the party, so students must buy drink tickets in advance at $1 each. These will also be available with the admission tickets. Unused drink tickets will be refunded the following week at the Senior Office. Music will be provided and free snacks and egg nog will be available.

For further information, contact Robin Rafter (9218).
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Senior Class Christmas party, scheduled for Dec. 2

by Mark Lambert

The Senior Class is sponsoring a Christmas party on Thursday, Dec. 2, for all seniors and their dates. The party will be held from 9:30 to 11:30 at the Snedeker Mansion in South Bend.

Admission tickets will be sold in the dining halls at dinner on Wednesday and Thursday of this week. The price for the Christmas party is $2.50 per person. The Senior Class Committee, headed by Robin Rafter, emphasized the 400 person limit and advised seniors to purchase their tickets as soon as possible.

Drinks cannot be purchased at the party, so students must buy drink tickets in advance at $1 each. These will also be available with the admission tickets. Unused drink tickets will be refunded the following week at the Senior Office. Music will be provided and free snacks and egg nog will be available.

For further information, contact Robin Rafter (9218).
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A DELICATE BALANCE
Edward Albee's portrait of disintegrating love. Dec. 3, 4, 5, 10, 11 at 8 p.m. All seats $2.50 (52 Std.-Fac Staff) Phone: 284-4167

T he observer

We challenge you.

TAKE THE QUALIFYING EXAMINATION WITH NO OBLIGATION! FIND OUT IF YOU CAN LEAD THE FINEST OF THE OFFICER SELECTION TEAM IS INTERVIEWING CANDIDATES FOR AN OFFICER'S COMMISSION IN THE UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS ON CAMPUS-ALA FORTUNE STUDENT CENTER 9 AM TO 4 PM NOV. 30-DEC. 3

You can try too! Call: (219)234-3515
What you hear may change your life!
Irish peace movement supported by Norwegians

OSLO, Norway (AP) — Declaring that the "people of the North need peace," leaders of the women's peace movement in Northern Ireland pledged yesterday to use a $325,000 gift from the people of Norway to help bring Catholics and Protestants together.

Material Comforts: A confederacy of the movement, said a trust fund is 26 percent in Northern Ireland. "They started what has snowballed, growing to double the movement," said a trust fund is 26 percent in Northern Ireland. "They started what has snowballed, growing to double the movement," said a trust fund is 26 percent in Northern Ireland. "They started what has snowballed, growing to double the movement," said a trust fund is 26 percent in Northern Ireland. "They started what has snowballed, growing to double the movement," said a trust fund is 26 percent in Northern Ireland.

A number of other newspapers joined the effort and a goal of 25 percent in Northern Ireland. A number of other newspapers joined the effort and a goal of 25 percent in Northern Ireland. A number of other newspapers joined the effort and a goal of 25 percent in Northern Ireland. A number of other newspapers joined the effort and a goal of 25 percent in Northern Ireland. A number of other newspapers joined the effort and a goal of 25 percent in Northern Ireland. A number of other newspapers joined the effort and a goal of 25 percent in Northern Ireland.

The prize money was collected by Norwegians Catholics and Protestants.

"It is fantastic that the Norwegian people — many hundred miles away from us — show their support for us in this way," Corrigan said at a news conference. "They have just rung snowballed into support from America, Germany, France, the Netherlands and many other countries."

"It will help us win this battle of will to create peace and love between all Northern Irish people."

The prize money was collected among individual Norwegians after Gunnar Borrevik, foreign editor of a newspaper in Kristiansand, said Gunnar Borrevik, foreign editor of a newspaper in Kristiansand, said Gunnar Borrevik, foreign editor of a newspaper in Kristiansand, said Gunnar Borrevik, foreign editor of a newspaper in Kristiansand, said Gunnar Borrevik, foreign editor of a newspaper in Kristiansand.

Corrigan, 23, and Betty Williams, 32, will receive the Norwegian Peace Prize at a ceremony tonight in Oslo's seaside town hall and then be honored at a ceremony tonight in Oslo's seaside town hall.

"We have received widespread sentiment here for giving the Nobel to Williams and Corrigan, but they launched their peace campaign in August - too late for the 1976 Nobel deadline."

The two Roman Catholic women began their movement after Williams saw three children killed by a runaway car whose guerrilla driver had been shot by British soldiers in Belfast. Corrigan was the aunt of the slain children.

"At the end of each lecture series," Williams continued, "a book including a fifty-page essay by each lecturer and an essay from the economics department at Notre Dame will be published by the American Economic Association."

The first lecturer, Dr. Willard F. Mueller, professor of economics at the University of Wisconsin and former director of research, Federal Trade Commission, is here this week to speak on the performance of the economy. Mueller will also participate in six seminars, one of particular interest, "An Economic Reckons at the Next 50 Years," on Tuesday, Nov. 30, 9:00 p.m. in the Grace Hall Penthouse.

"At this time," Mueller commented, "the economy is stalled. To achieve full employment in four years we must introduce a program of quasi-competitive and price and controls and guidelines."

The reason for unemployment, Mueller continued, "is that giant corporations, a large part of the economy, have sustained market power enabling them to increase prices when operating on less than full employment. The only way we can expect labor to exercise restraint in the use of market power is if we insure that business does not have excess power."

Mueller will present a formal paper on "The Social Control of Market Power." Wednesday, Dec. 1, at 10:00 a.m. in the Hayes-Healy Auditorium. All the lectures are free and open to the public.

Three other economics experts are scheduled to lecture at Notre Dame next semester: Dr. Lawrence Klein, professor of economics at the University of Pennsylvania, and chief economic advisor to the president-elect Jimmy Carter in January, Dr. Leonard Rapping, professor of economics at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, in February and Dr. Murray Weidenbaum, professor at Washington University, St. Louis, in April.

"The expertise and variety of the speakers," Wilber added, "offers different streams of thought in economics today: radical, conservative, middle of the road and structuralist."

The model for "New Directions in Public Policy," lecture series is the Perspective Series sponsored by the philosophy department.

Recruits needed for Peace Corps

Peace Corps recruiters will be interviewing candidates for positions in Africa, Asia, and Latin America on the Notre Dame campus Monday, Nov. 29 through Thursday, Dec. 2.

The recruitment campaign will be held at the Placement Bureau and the library conference room from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day. Former Peace Corps volunteers in Sierra Leone, Dominican Republic and Ghana will be on hand to interview and answer questions.

The Corps offers health services, education, agriculture, business and most other areas will be sought to fill two-year positions at more than 65 developing countries abroad. In most areas a college degree or related work experience is preferred.

Volunteers receive transportation to and from their host country, housing, food, and a monthly living allowance, medical coverage, a round-trip plane ticket upon termination of service and 48 days of paid vacation.

The Peace Corps is a part of AID, the federal volunteer agency. It currently has about 6,000 volunteers and trainees assisting in the economic and social development of foreign countries.

Mary Finard
Staff Reporter

The Norwegian department of economics is sponsoring a lecture series entitled: "New Directions in Public Policy."

"The series is designed to bring the best-known people in the field of economics to Notre Dame for four days instead of just one day for one lecture," according to Dr. Charles K. Wilber, chairman of the economics department.

There are four lecturers scheduled to visit Notre Dame between December and April of next year. Each speaker will give two public lectures and participate in numerous related seminars. "The goal of the series is to bring the best-known people in the field of economics to Notre Dame to learn from other economics professors and departments and vice versa."


"At the end of each lecture series," Williams continued, "a book including a fifty-page essay by each lecturer and an essay from the economics department at Notre Dame will be published by the American Economic Association."

The first lecturer, Dr. Willard F. Mueller, professor of economics at the University of Wisconsin and former director of research, Federal Trade Commission, is here this week to speak on the performance of the economy. Mueller will also participate in six seminars, one of particular interest, "An Economic Reckons at the Next 50 Years," on Tuesday, Nov. 30, 9:00 p.m. in the Grace Hall Penthouse.

"At this time," Mueller commented, "the economy is stalled. To achieve full employment in four years we must introduce a program of quasi-competitive and price and controls and guidelines."

The reason for unemployment, Mueller continued, "is that giant corporations, a large part of the economy, have sustained market power enabling them to increase prices when operating on less than full employment. The only way we can expect labor to exercise restraint in the use of market power is if we insure that business does not have excess power."

Mueller will present a formal paper on "The Social Control of Market Power." Wednesday, Dec. 1, at 10:00 a.m. in the Hayes-Healy Auditorium. All the lectures are free and open to the public.

Three other economics experts are scheduled to lecture at Notre Dame next semester: Dr. Lawrence Klein, professor of economics at the University of Pennsylvania, and chief economic advisor to the president-elect Jimmy Carter in January, Dr. Leonard Rapping, professor of economics at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, in February and Dr. Murray Weidenbaum, professor at Washington University, St. Louis, in April.

"The expertise and variety of the speakers," Wilber added, "offers different streams of thought in economics today: radical, conservative, middle of the road and structuralist."

The model for "New Directions in Public Policy," lecture series is the Perspective Series sponsored by the philosophy department.
Dear Editor:

In behalf of one of the most miniscule minorities on campus, for which I have been serving as self-appointed spokesman, I vigorously protest, with total lack of restraint and remaining September 11th, my opinion and the opinions of the Minority Rights Group, that the last week of classes should be extended to the last Friday of the month,October. 14th.

As I am sure you know, the President of the Student Senate has requested an extension of classes and the transfer of the last Friday of the month, October, to examination week.

Perhaps the administration and the Senate should consider the following:

1. The last Friday of the month, October, is a very important day in our country's history.

2. The last Friday of the month, October, is the day on which we commemorate the first Thanksgiving.

3. The last Friday of the month, October, is the day on which we remember the sacrifices of our forefathers.

4. The last Friday of the month, October, is the day on which we celebrate the spirit of community and cooperation.

5. The last Friday of the month, October, is the day on which we honor the contributions of our minority groups.

6. The last Friday of the month, October, is the day on which we remember the struggles of our ancestors.

7. The last Friday of the month, October, is the day on which we celebrate the achievements of our forebears.

8. The last Friday of the month, October, is the day on which we remember the importance of education.

9. The last Friday of the month, October, is the day on which we celebrate the spirit of freedom.

10. The last Friday of the month, October, is the day on which we remember the sacrifices of our military.

In conclusion, I urge you to reconsider the transfer of the last Friday of the month, October, to examination week.

Sincerely yours,

Bob Kerby

Editor's Note: We sincerely apologize to all miniscule minorities on campus. Perhaps we should coin a new word: "Dominating maneuvering under the Dome."
By Mark Stypula

Fourteen years ago CILA was founded by students of Notre Dame who wanted to express their concern for other people. Their goal is to explore this concern through some meaningful action in the United States and foreign lands.

Thus, the first CILA summer projects were found in Mexico that first year, later returning to Europe, and later still to Latin America. This year, CILA began as an idea of a job well done by the previous participants. An even larger group has gathered over the Christmas break in order to carry on.

A CILA summer project provides a student with an opportunity to become aware of the social, political, personal, and intellectual world in which a student can view himself, others, and his world from a different angle. A student is exposed to a learning experience at the project site through actual work and in turn must reflect on it, by keeping a journal at the site, and subsequently writing the evaluation and giving a project presentation.

A student participation on a summer project cannot effect great social changes in the area he is working. Rather he is learning what needs to be changed, and then perhaps, if he is an exceptionally hard worker, effect a little change.

In his first solo album, over a year in the making, Cummings proves beyond reasonable doubt that he has indeed learned and grown from previous missteps, not only has he admitted he has indeed learned and grown from his previous missteps, but upon a closer inspection, it reveals a mature artist. The French directors have achieved an outstanding reputation through the past twenty years, and gives the thing an atmosphere of intimacy that appeals to few but the film itself. Beautiful Julie (Jacqueline Bisset) is perhaps most typical. She is a group from which each may draw inspiration, while the people with whom he is working can view himself, others, and his world from a different angle. A student is exposed to a learning experience at the project site through actual work and in turn must reflect on it, by keeping a journal at the site, and subsequently writing the evaluation and giving a project presentation.

As a result, the savory seven B.C. albums suffered form a marked lack of musical inspiration.
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As a result, the savory seven B.C. albums suffered form a marked lack of musical inspiration.
Irish Jump to 8th

The Top Twenty teams in The Associated Press college basketball poll, with first-place votes in parentheses, are as follows:

10. S. 
11. Arizona 
12. Nevada 
13. Virginia 
14. Wake Forest 
15. Kentucky 
16. Penn State 
17. Tennessee 
18. DePaul 
19. Rutgers 
20. Nevada - Las Vegas

[continued from page 7]

Paul Stevenson

History repeats

However, their statistics are the team that needs the most to improve their record in order to win. Notre Dame outplayed a lackadaisical number three-rated USC team, yet the Trojans handed the Irish their third loss of the season.

The record is reminiscent of last year, another 8-3 season. Yet, with a few breaks, the season may have ended 10-1. Had the Irish not been stung by a fired up Georgia Tech team and had Notre Dame beat the Trojans and change the outcome as well as adding to the Irish total to 11, the Irish would be putting the pressure on number one-rated Pittsburgh for a shot at the national title.

All of this is only what could have happened. Unfortunately, the record still stands at 8-3. Many people thought the Irish did the not stand a chance in the championship against the Trojans. The defense proved their potential before a nation-wide audience.

There's a lot of knowledge behind football, but a team has to have a certain amount of luck, or at least not have any unfortunate instances go against them. All the turnovers that Miami gave the Irish would have turned the outcome of the game for this weekend.

There was a lot of discussion on some of the 'judgement' calls of the referees. Did Joe Restic's punt in the fourth quarter really sail into the end zone? was the ball knocked out of bounds at the one yard line? Were all those pass interference calls legitimate? A team can have a lot to wait for even poor game officials does not determine the final outcome. The USC defense never really stopped the Irish attack and the Trojans dropped themselves with families and interceptions. With those unfortunate instances, the penalties hurt even worse.

Fans may question the officiating for a while, but in a couple days all that will be remembered is that the Trojans emerged victorious. If the Irish can only wait until next season.

All of this is only what could have happened. Unfortunately, the

Irish split

"The team really moved the puck well and is really developing a balanced offensive attack," 800 league percentage is certainly well within the Irish, yet there must be room for pride, being proud for giving the referees. Did Joe Restic's punt in the fourth quarter really sail into the end zone, was the ball knocked out of bounds at the one yard line, were all those pass interference calls legitimate? A team can have a lot to wait for even poor game officials does not determine the final outcome. The USC defense never really stopped the Irish attack and the Trojans dropped themselves with families and interceptions. With those unfortunate instances, the penalties hurt even worse.

Fans may question the officiating for a while, but in a couple of years all that will be remembered is that the Trojans emerged victorious. If the Irish can only wait until next season.
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Irish split with Wisconsin, face Bowling Green tonight

by Chip Scandal

College Park, Md. -- The substitution buzzer rang, a roar went up in the crowd, and you knew who was coming in the game Saturday. It is Brian Magid. Don't feel bad if you have to ask the person reading the paper next to you who he is. He's Maryland's crowd pleaser, the Bernard Davis

This 6'2" sophomore is a favorite of the Terp fans who immediately begin to yell "short-shoot" as soon as he touches the basketball. Magid, who is known for his shooting ability to connect on long range shots, is praised by Lefty Driesell who says "Brian shoots the basketball like it has radar." Magid shot a remarkable 63 percent from the field last year while hitting on 81 percent of his shots from the charity line.

Described by many as a "good shooter, no defender," he certainly proved this description correct during Saturday's contest. Magid hit his first two shots, then began to light up the crowd, and you knew who was coming in the game Saturday.

This past weekend Magid had to come off the court for an injury. According to former Coach Buck (Jack) Smith, it was a "Young's disease," which is an injury from playing basketball and his back. Magid hurt his back in the second half. He had 3 of 14.

On the question of whether the game was coaches' dual between Digger Phelps and Lefty Driesell, he responded that "the game was won on the court, not on the sidelines." Brian had respect for the Notre Dame freshman who he felt were institute in the final outcome of the contest. Coach Driesell wanted to regularly schedule the Notre Dame-Maryland game for the fourth Saturday in future years, he felt that playing a game of this caliber was a great way to start off the basketball season.

Magid was very pleased with the vote of confidence that his teammates displayed for him on the court during Saturday's clash. "Brezee (Brad Davis) kept telling me to take the shot whenever I was open and that really made me feel like I was on the court." Magid, who is also a Maryland Scholar Athlete carrying a 3.5 g.p.a., realized. And while this clean brand Mark Johnson came right back for a fantastic reality. Magid, who is also a Maryland Scholar Athlete carrying a 3.5 g.p.a., realized.

Look to hear from Brian Magid in the future. Being only a sophomore, he has plenty of time to improve. His attitudes about the game are going to make it easy for him to perform at his best.

Kevin C. B. R. O. W. N. for ALL THE DREAMS.

But we didn't do it if we didn't love you. ALL THE LADIES in LYONS and EYVE

Happy Birthday to YOU. I didn't mean to forget. And to Happy Birthday to everybody who was born today.

To THE AGENDA, thanks to MILLIONS of people like you who made it happen.

Oh sweet pumpkin pie, you look so beautiful. I love you. All the time. It is what it is. I don't care if we know how to love you or not. I don't care.

Zucca

0-0

--- TONY BONNEAU, YOUR hand-writing's showing. Marjorie Mazzella

3-0

Do you want to be a Camp Fire? Please call 224-9892 for information about the North Face Dame Catechumenate.

Lost & Found

One PP "FLYING" AROUND OR DISS. CALL 224-9892 for information.

Mary, Happy Birthday with whipped cream, nuts, and a cherry on top. The "MooLah" may join a Vernova kiss. 1-4 Bobbsey Twins.
I for the score. The half ended with Coliseum a 17-13 loser to Southern first, scoring a touchdown just overs and two controversial calls defensive end Willie Fry said. Later they left the Los Angeles seven passes for 61 yards, seconds before the intermission. Substitute quarterback Rob Hertel asked Notre Dame.

Maryland bench was another board work. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
cagers, Rich Branning and overtime win over the moments that kept the Irish alive. But the way they handled Brad Davis. Hanzlik followed with hounding defense of Maryland's the final 17 Irish points. However, the second call came on a third minutes, ignoring the first 17 Irish points.

In the tilt, Notre Dame had eight more first downs than the Irish ahead 76-74. In the meantime, Sheppard had earned his fifth free throw. However, Maryland refused to give up and Notre Dame closed to within one at 76-75 with 2:40 remaining, Phelps sent the Irish their foul shooting problems from left. But Maryland came back. repeated, this year's Irish showed year, the first being Jan. 15. Lefty Davis' final shot with three seconds left. Phelps remarked after the game. "People always
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